
Online Election Monitoring 
in Kenya

Detecting and countering hate speech, incitement, 
disinformation and misinformation online



AIfluence is leveraging 
on its network of over 

3,000 micro + nano 
influencers across 

Kenya to help share 
debunks & targeted 
counter-messaging

Mythbusting Influencers

Shujaaz youth 
ambassadors & its 

community of 7,5m 
‘heroes’ will facilitate 
real-world dialogues. 

Viral StorytellingMonitoring Hate 
Speech and Incitement

Focus on investigating 
Mis/Disinformation, hate 
speech and incitement in 
the Kenyan elections and 
identifying the networks 

behind this. 

Project Overview



Project Overview



Techniques used to spread hate speech and incitement

Project Objectives 



Lexicons

CfA made a significant 
progress in consolidating 
existing hate/toxic speech 
lexicons, including 
merging NCIC’s terms 
with CfA’s existing 
lexicon. Additionally, our 
analysts added new 
hatelex words in the 
hatelex database. 
Currently, the hatelex 
database has 169 words 
and phrases that are used 
as hate speech lexicon. 

The lexicons were key in 
flagging content on social 
media that contained hate 
speech. 



Candidates/ Actor 
mapping

CfA has mapped 15,980 vying 
candidates and entities involved 
in the 2022 General elections.

Only 6,199, representing 
38.79% of the candidates had a 
presence on social media, with 
the highest number present on 
Facebook (4,613), Twitter 
(1,146), Instagram (420) and 
TikTok (20).

The watchlists enabled creation 
of trigger-alerts for viral 
content delivered via email/ 
slack channel to enable further 
review & to flag any potential 
hate speech or incitement 
originating from influential 
accounts.



PesaCheck 
debunks  

PesaCheck has produced an 
301 fact-checks covering 
misinformation related to the 
2022 general elections in 
Kenya. 

This comprised  
misinformation before, 
during and after the general.

 Some of the misinformation 
flagged ranged from 
misleading narratives to 
outright hateful content  
against communities, 
political candidates and, even 
female politicians and 
minorities.   

Pesa Check

https://pesacheck.org/altered-the-star-did-not-publish-a-newspaper-cover-with-the-headline-natembeya-is-dangerous-for-19aa09953794


NCIC support 
As part of capacity building for 
NCIC we conducted 11 
scheduled training sessions 
that were hybrid on social 
media monitoring and how to 
conduct investigations. 

Additionally, we had 16 days 
where we had CfA analysts 
present at NCIC offices to offer 
one-on-one capacity building 
and training when required. 

We are currently developing a 
daily guide and training 
syllabus on how to conduct 
investigations on social media 
monitoring for NCIC. 



Round tables
With the help of UNDP we had 4 
roundtable discussions with 
key stakeholders such as the 
tech platforms, peace builders 
and human rights 
organizations. 

One of the major outcomes of 
the roundtable discussion was 
having priority access to 
reporting cases to Twitter. Also, 
TikTok reached out with an 
intent to share its first public 
API. 



Fellowships 
Fellowships had a significant 
contributions in the success of 
the this project. CfA had 3 types 
of fellowship: 

1. Wikipedian In Residence 
(WIR) fellows  made 636 
revisions in 89 Wikipedia 
pages relating to the 
kenyan Election. 

2. AFCA fellowships: We 
engaged 6 newsrooms 
who performed 115 fact 
checks. 

3. Mythbusters who 
performed analysis on  
post-election 
disinformation on social 
media. 

Wikipedian In Residence (WIR) Progress 



Hate Speech 
Cases 
From 31 May to 20 October, CfA 
identified 893 cases of hate 
speech and incitement. 

The hate speech cases were 
high just before and after the 
elections. 

Facebook and Twitter 
platforms accounted for the 
highest number of cases during 
this period. 

Tactics such as negative ethnic 
stereotyping are still being used 
to propagate hate speech and 
incitement. 



Reporting 
Between May 2022 to October 
2022, 
the MAPEMA consortium has 
produced 20 reports. 

This reports highlighted on the 
hate speech and incitement 
cases identified, tactics and 
techniques being used to spread 
hate speech and incitement, 
counter- messaging efforts and 
peace messaging, Pesa Check 
debunks and Shuujaz sentiment 
reports. 

The reports were pivotal in 
stakeholders’ decision making. 

Sample posts

Report Type Number of Reports

Weekly SitRep 8

Monthly SitRep 3

Insights Report 1

Daily SitRep 7

Bi-Weekly SitRep 1

Total number of reports 20

https://archive.org/details/@kpeter101?tab=web-archive


Efforts to counter the spread of hate speech and inciting content

Counter messaging efforts



Viral
Storytelling
Disinfo often succeeds 
because it is mesmerising.

It is visually striking, tells a 
compelling story and plants 
doubts or suspicions.

We’ve therefore partnered 
with East Africa’s biggest & 
most trusted youth brand, 
Shujaaz, to leverage its two- 
time Emmy-winning visual 
storytelling through comics, 
animated video & viral social 
platforms.

Shujaaz youth ambassadors 
& its community of 7,5m 
‘heroes’ will facilitate 
real-world dialogues. 

https://www.shujaazinc.com/ 

https://www.shujaazinc.com/


Youth 
Messaging
The consortium’s comms 
strategy focuses on reaching 
Kenya’s youth, with peace 
messaging.

Our campaigns have reached
over 3.9 Million young 
people as at 31st Oct on our 
FB, Twitter and IG. Shujaaz
SuperFans also spread 
messages on peace and 
voting, reaching over 24 
Million young people.  

We’ve also distributed one 
million copies of Shujaaz 
comics focused on the 
elections, coupled with 
on-the-ground SuperFan led 
events.



Peace messaging focusing on:

● The dangers of hate speech, political handouts and 
incitement.

● Working with  young people to identify, share or call-out 
early warning signs of violence, hate speech or 
incitement via hotlines/Shujaaz channels.

● Asking young people to pledge to maintain peace.

● Civic education on election processes and cycles. 

● Encouraging youth participation in 
elections/Governance.

Peace 
Messaging
The insights generated by 
this engagement is fed back 
to the UN + NCIC through 
weekly sentiment analysis 
reports & Peace Hub sessions, 
plus our Youth Pulse reports.

The consortium’s Virtual 
Mediation Sessions have 
helped amplified peace 
messages from NCIC 
commissioner Dr. Makori, 
IEBC voter education 
manager Amina Soud and 
Transforming Generations 
director, Rachel Machua. 



Mythbusting
Influencers
Size isn’t everything. Trust is 
often about believing those 
closest to you.

AIfluence has partnered with 
us to leverage its network of 
over 200 micro + nano 
influencers across Kenya to 
help share debunks & 
targeted counter-messaging

The grassroots influencers 
will facilitate locally relevant 
online discussions + Q&A 
sessions to debunk common 
misperceptions.

They will also serve as early 
warning ‘sentinels’ for 
emerging toxic narratives.

https://www.ai-fluence.com/ 

https://www.ai-fluence.com/


8.5 M
Reached

459 K
Engaged

5.4%
ERR

AIfluence Performance 
Viral
Reach
We focussed our messaging on 
promoting unity, create civic 
awareness, peaceful coexistence 
and gathering audience 
feedback 



Questions?


